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Yves Saint Laurent in the grand salon of his apartment on Rue de Babylone with model Sibyl Buck, October 27, 1995. They are
surrounded by the Surrealist-period Léger painting The Black Profile (1928), sold by the artist’s widow, and Jean Dunand’s 1925
Art Deco brass-and-lacquer vase, among the treasures to be auctioned at the Grand Palais, in Paris, February 23 to 25. By
Jean-Marie Perier/From Photos12/Polaris.

The Things Yves Loved
In February, when Yves Saint Laurent’s longtime partner, Pierre Bergé, joins with Christie’s in
Paris to auction off the art and objects with which he and Saint Laurent filled the late designer’s
duplex at 55 Rue de Babylone and his own Rue Bonaparte apartment, it will be an international
cultural event. Talking to Paris dealers, connoisseurs, and Bergé himself, the author gets an
exclusive look at the dazzling, daring collection, as well as the story of how it was built, over
several decades, by two visionary men.

bout 1929, or so the legend goes, a rich American began remodeling a duplex at 55 Rue de Babylone, in

Paris’s Seventh Arrondissement. The last word in modernity, the garden-level residence featured

streamlined brass radiators and sleek oak paneling. But, ruined by “le krach de Wall Street,” the American

never moved in. Enter Marie Cuttoli, the spouse of a Radical Socialist Algerian senator. Determined to revive

both the Algerian and French weaving industries, Mme. Cuttoli commissioned tapestries from her friends
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Visit Yves Saint Laurent’s treasure-filled apartment via our slide show. Above, the couturier in his Paris

apartment. By Alexander Liberman/courtesy of Condé Nast Archive.
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Picasso, Braque, Matisse, and Léger. Says Picasso biographer John Richardson, who visited Mme. Cuttoli at her

picture-laden home, “The apartment was a kind of hallowed space, associated with modernism.”

In 1969 the apartment once again became available. Yves Saint Laurent and his partner, Pierre Bergé, came to

inspect the vacated property. The building’s somber façade and barren courtyard struck the 33-year-old

couturier as “sinister,” Saint Laurent recalled. But then the heavy door swung open “and just in front of me

there was a window overlooking the garden, and that was it”—a case of “love at first sight.” The unexpected

backyard vista included a private tennis court, owned by a neighbor, Baron Cochin. The beat of bouncing balls

added civilized sound effects to this urban Eden.

After a two-year restoration project, the couple settled in. Saint Laurent occupied the larger bedroom on the

main floor, while Bergé installed himself in a smaller one, on the garden level. Among their early furnishings

was a colossal late-19th-century West African wooden carving of a mythical bird. “I have a passion for objects

depicting birds and snakes but in real life these animals scare me,” the designer said, adding on another

occasion that, “on humid days, it smells very bad.” Another early acquisition was a pair of slick brass-

and-lacquer Jean Dunand vases, originally exhibited in 1925 at the Exposition Internationale des Arts

Décoratifs—the landmark Parisian world’s fair that gave the progressive design movement its name, Art Deco.

Though at this stage Saint Laurent was already an established star, he was by no means a rich man. “His salary

was $2,000 a month,” recalls John Loring, who opened the Venice branch of the YSL Rive Gauche ready-

to-wear boutique in 1967.

In fact, Saint Laurent’s all-seeing eye and Bergé’s encyclopedic brain were more crucial assets than cash; it was

still possible to scoop up signed masterworks of 20th-century design for a song. “Deco had long been dismissed

by modernists as a bit ditzy, but was just returning to favor” among those in the know, recalls John Richardson.

“Of course, so many influential taste-makers turn out to be great fashion figures.”

n November 1972, the Art Deco collections of Jacques Doucet—a Belle Époque dressmaker favored by Sarah

Bernhardt and revered by Marcel Proust—were auctioned at Hôtel Drouot, in Paris. After purging himself of

his earlier blue-chip 18th-century decorations, Doucet began amassing radical paintings, among them Picasso’s
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Saint Laurent’s bedroom desk, with
found-object Y’s alongside his
trademark spectacles. Photograph by
Pascal Chevallier.

1907 tour de force, Les Demoiselles d’Avignon, as well as exotic oddities from such contemporary Deco artisans

as Pierre Legrain, Eileen Gray, and Gustave Miklos. Among the few farsighted bidders at the Doucet sale were

Saint Laurent and Bergé.

In that year, Saint Laurent also commissioned

his portrait from Andy Warhol. The sole other

living visual artists whom Bergé and Saint

Laurent patronized were François-Xavier and

Claude Lalanne, the husband-and-wife

sculptors. Claude Lalanne devised risqué body

jewelry for Saint Laurent’s fall-winter 1969

line, and François-Xavier produced for Bergé

and Saint Laurent’s library a lifelike flock of

faux sheep. “[They help me] pretend I am on a

farm in Normandy,” Saint Laurent explained.

In time, Marie-Hélène de Rothschild, Gianni

Agnelli, and Valentino would also become

proprietors of these pastoral zoomorphic

sculptures. “The sheep became iconic,” says

garden designer Madison Cox, Bergé’s friend.

A pair of undulating lily-motif mirrors, crafted

in bronze and copper by Claude Lalanne for

the upstairs music room, led, between 1974

and 1985, to the proliferation of over a dozen

more, floor to ceiling. “I can’t live in a room

without mirrors,” Saint Laurent said. “If there

aren’t any, the room is dead.” The effect in the music room of their multiplying reflections was vertiginous—a

touch of Mad Ludwig of Bavaria, as seen through the lens of Luchino Visconti. “Some nights it’s a little

unsettling,” Saint Laurent admitted.

Far more influential than either the Lalannes or Jacques Doucet on the manner in which Saint Laurent and

Bergé decorated their home was the iconoclastic Vicomtesse Marie-Laure de Noailles, whose wildly eclectic

salon on the Place des États-Unis intoxicated the couturier to the point of delirium. Recalls decorator Jacques

Grange, “Yves said that the salon of Marie-Laure de Noailles was the eighth wonder of the world.”

An intimate of the Surrealists—her husband, Charles, had financed Buñuel and Dalí’s scandalous 1929 film, Un

Chien Andalou—the vicomtesse was by the late 1960s a bizarre, nearly forgotten relic of the vanished world

Saint Laurent worshipped. Recklessly mixing the austere “nouveau pauvre” architecture of Jean-Michel Frank

with her heirloom old masters, her souvenir postcards, and the work of her avant-garde protégés (Bérard,

Cocteau), Noailles “was, like Yves, a devil spirit, a revolutionary,” says writer and photographer François-Marie

Banier. “Yves did with couture exactly what Marie-Laure did with décor: breaking the rules by putting together

things that have nothing to do with one another.”

With the 1977 launch of Opium, which became the world’s best-selling
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A Mondrian dress at YSL’s
retrospective, final haute couture show
in 2002 at Paris’s Pompidou Center.
Photograph by Pascal Chevallier.
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perfume, Bergé and Saint Laurent were suddenly showered with

millions. Practically overnight, the duo were in a position to buy

“almost anything,” says Thomas Seydoux, international co-head of the

Christie’s Impressionist and Modern Art Department. “But following

the example of the Noailles, they did their own thing. It was up to

everyone else to follow.” Their first major art acquisition took a few

people by surprise—including the merchant, Alain Tarica, who

masterminded the sale. Tarica, a mathematician by training and the

secret weapon behind a handful of other topflight collections, says that

when the two men entered his gallery “they already knew art history,

art critics, museums.” In a gutsy maneuver, the couturier and his

cultivated business partner purchased, for about $500,000, Madame

L.R., a totem-like 1914–17 oak effigy of the Parisian hostess Léonie

Ricou, by Constantin Brancusi. “Ninety-nine percent of people visiting

the apartment would never have recognized what it was,” Seydoux

says. One of at most three wooden Brancusis still in private hands, the

rough-hewn sculpture bore an impressive provenance. “I got the

Brancusi from Fernand Léger’s widow, Nadia, a Russian who had been

his student,” Tarica says. The Brancusi had entered the Léger

collection in 1918 when the painter swapped one of his canvases for it.

Madame L.R. went on to become the centerpiece of the Museum of

Modern Art’s seminal 1984 “Primitivism” show in Manhattan, and it is now estimated by Christie’s at $20 to

$25 million, making it the second-most-valuable item in the collection. (The priciest, at $40 to $50 million, is

Picasso’s 1914 large-format Cubist painting Musical Instruments on a Table.)

or the next 15 years, while it was still financially feasible, the scholarly Tarica and the intrepid connoisseurs

binged on art history. “It was the last chance,” Seydoux says, “the last click of the watch, at 11:59 and 59

seconds.” The three men insisted upon the same stringent criteria—a work had to come from a crucial stage in

an artist’s development. It had to be in perfect condition—no restorations, no cleaning, no re-lining. And the

piece had to possess an exceptional, documented provenance. Bergé and Saint Laurent had the privilege of first

pick from Tarica’s canonical inventory, the dealer says, because they “decided in five minutes” and “never

questioned the price of anything.”

Choosing paintings together was “one of the strongest dialogues between Pierre and Yves,” Madison Cox says,

“the discussion, the chase, the passion.” In spite of lovers’ quarrels, indiscretions, and, eventually, separation (in

1992, Bergé took an apartment on the Rue Bonaparte) “they remained united through the collection.”

A sampling of the 19th-century game Tarica bagged for his favorite clients would include Ingres’s early Portrait

of the Countess de Larue, inscribed “Year XII” (the French Revolutionary–calendar date for circa 1804), and a

haunting 1816–17 Géricault double portrait of the siblings Élisabeth and Alfred de Dreux. Tarica went on to

locate for the eager aesthetes one of Matisse’s first colored-paper cutouts, The Dancer, from 1937–1938—which

they unostentatiously nailed to the door of the narrow room that served as Bergé’s bedchamber. Saint Laurent’s

collector’s euphoria overflowed into his own oeuvre; between 1979 and 1981, the couple’s peak collecting years,

Saint Laurent produced a dazzling series of embroidered, beaded, and appliquéd evening dresses, exuberantly

paying homage to Picasso, Matisse, and Léger.
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Butler Adil Debdoubi adjusts the
Jacques Grange–designed curtains in
Saint Laurent’s grand salon, which
features artworks expected to fetch
individually up to $50 million at
auction: from left, the 1914–17
Brancusi wooden sculpture Madame
L.R., a Gustave Miklos palmwood-
and-red-lacquer stool, Picasso’s 1914
still life in oil and sand, Musical
Instruments on a Table, above a late
Cézanne watercolor of Mont Sainte-
Victoire, an Eileen Gray circa 1920
dragon chair estimated at $4 to $6
million (in the foreground), Léger’s
classicizing 1921 Cup of Tea (between
the windows), and, at right, Vuillard’s
circa 1891 Daydreaming Mary and Her
Mother. Photograph by Pascal
Chevallier.
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A painter even more closely associated with Saint Laurent was Piet

Mondrian, whose color-blocked abstractions, in a strange reversal, were

more or less introduced to the French by the couturier’s 1965 wool-jersey

Mondrian-inspired sheath. “You couldn’t see Mondrians in France then,”

Tarica explains. “They were all in New York.” He more than made up for

this shortage by securing for Bergé and Saint Laurent a total of four of the

Dutchman’s canvases, including Composition No. I, from 1920, in its

original frame. Mondrian’s breakthrough multicolored grid painting had

originally belonged to Helene Kröller-Müller, founder of the eponymous

museum in the Netherlands. But this particular work never quite made it

into that institution, as Kröller-Müller had given the masterpiece to her

decorator, in lieu of a cash payment. “Mondrian,” Saint Laurent said, “is

purity, and one can go no further.”

One painting alone from 55 Rue de Babylone will be donated to the Louvre—the 1791 Goya likeness of the

rosy-cheeked Don Luis María de Cistué y Martínez, from the Rockefeller collection. “I find all those pinks

extraordinary,” observed Saint Laurent, who surely recognized some of his own signature coloristic flourishes in

the outsize sash girdling the effeminate boy’s waist.

y the late 80s the market had more or less outstripped Bergé and Saint Laurent’s means. In any case, wall
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A model in a YSL Braque-inspired
haute couture cape, spring-summer
1988. Photograph by Pascal Chevallier.

space in their homes was so scarce that, at Rue Bonaparte, Bergé hung a crisp Degas pastel in the W.C., between

the toilet and the bidet. Bergé and Saint Laurent turned their acquisitive attentions instead to decorative

objects. In this venture their suppliers were the fifth-generation antiquaire brothers Alexis and Nicolas Kugel.

The most extravagant objects that the Kugels found for them were two Qing-dynasty bronze heads, of a rat and

a rabbit. Designed by a Jesuit missionary, and previously owned by Misia Sert, these naturalistic animals once

spouted water into the zodiac fountain of the Chinese emperor’s summer palace, pillaged by French and British

soldiers in 1860 during the Second Opium War. The bronze varmints are now coveted by the Chinese

government, which considers them to have been stolen. Bergé has let it be known that he’d gladly return these

imperial treasures to the Chinese, in exchange for $60 million. John Richardson notes, “Pierre and Yves

skimmed a lot of cream from a lot of cultures.”

Nicolas Kugel says, “Pierre always asked for the price, but never

bargained. Yves never asked a price—he would come in with a

checkbook, and his hands would be shaking. He’d choose what he

wanted, and then ask us, ‘Would you fill it out?’”

One day Saint Laurent came into the Kugel shop carrying a blowup

of his favorite image of Marie-Laure de Noailles, shot by German

photographer Willy Maywald. The couturier kept a smaller copy of

this photograph, along with other framed mementos, propped up

against books on a bleached-oak shelf of his downstairs library

—itself a decorating mannerism of Marie-Laure de Noailles. In the

Maywald photo, the vicomtesse wears a billowing Schiaparelli ball

gown. She reclines on an armchair, head thrown back, echoing the

pose of the boy in the Greuze painting that hangs on the wall

behind her. To the left of her is a round table, bristling with

exquisite bric-a-brac—a figure of Atlas holding a globe, a bronze

unicorn, a lion.

Saint Laurent declared to the Kugels, “I’m obsessed! Please make

me a duplicate of the still life in this photograph!” So the Kugels

indulged his eccentric whim, laboring to reconstitute the Noailles

vignette, down to the very last gilded bibelot. After scrutinizing the

resulting table-scape, Saint Laurent told the Kugels that he was

very sad. “It’s not exactly the same!” he lamented. Bergé finally put an end to the capricious exercise by

admonishing Saint Laurent, “You have to stop! This is not Monoprix!”

Right before Yves was to show one of his last runway presentations, the couturier appeared at the Kugel gallery

in a state of desperation. “He was in terrible shape. He could hardly speak,” Nicolas Kugel remembers. “Yves

said, ‘I’m so stressed! I’m out of ideas! I need to see beautiful things!’ And he left with two gold boxes in his

pocket. He absolutely needed them as a fix.”

In the fall of 2008, the round, trinket-filled table that the Kugels had prepared for Saint Laurent was still in

place, set up in the bedroom where the celebrated dressmaker died at 71, on June 1, 2008. Above the 1930s

double bed—which will be auctioned for an estimated $60,000 to $90,000—were two crucifixes. Inserted into
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one of them was Saint Laurent’s talisman, a tied bundle of dried wheat. Neatly laid out on a Frank desk nearby

were his horn-rimmed eyeglasses and a humble twig, whose branches split into a Y. A flat-screen television sat

in one corner, with a set of Joan Crawford movies on a shelf below it. Over the nightstand on the right was a

Cubist Picasso pencil drawing, balanced on the left by a Matisse sketch of a woman’s face. “Symmetry appeases

me,” the designer said. Resting on the right-hand night table was a copy of Anne-Marie Bernard’s The World of

Proust, as Seen by Paul Nadar. Like the author he so admired, Saint Laurent had, during the end of his life,

withdrawn into the safe haven of his bedroom, lost in reveries, many stirred up by the memory-infused objects

with which he’d surrounded himself. Says Jacques Grange, “Yves preferred to travel in his imagination; real

places often disappointed him. Without leaving his apartment, he could voyage to the Mont Sainte-Victoire of

Cézanne or to the Spain of Goya.”

n July 2008, Pierre Bergé announced that he would be selling their collection—amounting to some 800

lots—through Christie’s, in conjunction with his own auction house, Pierre Bergé & Associates. Like Saint

Laurent’s kingly funeral, the three-day, five-session auction, to take place February 23 to 25, at Paris’s Grand

Palais, is destined to be a full-blown international cultural phenomenon. The sale is conservatively expected to

yield about $400 million—more than half the sum for which Bergé and Saint Laurent sold the YSL brand to

Sanofi, in 1993. “Pierre did not ask for any guarantee,” says François de Ricqlès, vice president of Christie’s

France. Bergé’s share of the profits will be divided between the Fondation Pierre Bergé–Yves Saint Laurent,

dedicated to preserving the designer’s legacy, and a new foundation, which will be devoted to AIDS research.

At his offices upstairs at the Fondation Pierre

Bergé–Yves Saint Laurent on the Avenue Marceau

(formerly the site of the maison de couture), Bergé is

seated beneath Warhol’s splashy 1972 glorification of the

fashion deity—which the 78-year-old mogul says he will

not be selling. Nor will he part with the Pop artist’s

silkscreened tributes to Moujik, Saint Laurent’s bulldog,

or the original 1961 rendering of the YSL logo, by

Cassandre, the graphic artist. Bergé will likewise retain

for himself the “smelly” wooden West African bird,

“because I like him,” he says. The empire-building

entrepreneur believes Saint Laurent, with whom he had

a PACS (civil union), would not have approved of his plan

to liquidate their collection. But, Bergé says, “I don’t

want to think about that.” In a repeat scenario of 80

years ago, when the duplex at 55 Rue de Babylone was

first optimistically renovated by the American, the global

economy is collapsing. “The purchase of art turned out

to be more clever than buying stock,” Bergé reflects. “But

that is not important—I did not buy for that reason, and

I am not selling for that reason.”

Bergé continues: “For a month, Yves had cancer and I

had plenty of time to think. I decided to sell everything
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A first-century-A.D. Roman marble
torso in the Grange-designed entrance
hall of Saint Laurent’s apartment.
Photograph by Pascal Chevallier.

because the collection doesn’t exist if he doesn’t exist.

After Yves’s death, to conserve the collection makes no

sense. It will go away just like that. We all would very

much like to attend our own funeral; of course, we can’t.

But we can attend the funeral of a collection. It’s the end. It’s over. Economically, it’s impossible to do again. At

my age, you don’t start a new collection, or buy wine too young, or plant small trees.

“In life we have to share—money, culture, everything. I love that idea. I’m very happy to have made with Yves

one of the greatest collections of the century. In a few years, I will be very pleased to see at an exhibition the

label ‘Provenance Yves Saint Laurent and Pierre Bergé.’ In time people will tell one another, ‘You really should

know about these two guys, who lived in the 20th century in Paris.’ I don’t believe in God. I only believe in

human beings, in memory. That’s all. The memory will persist.”

Amy Fine Collins, a Vanity Fair special correspondent, helps supervise the annual International Best-Dressed List.
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